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Initial disclaimer…
• Only involved in four COVID-19 studies this far
– Two manuscripts – none through peer review yet
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Diversity of COVID-19 studies
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Reflection #1 – Population studies
• Population studies can be conducted quite fast, based
on readily available data
• European Data Journalism
Network
– Instrumental for our study
on winter holidays

• Much of the data are available
on region level
– NUTS 2 or NUTS 3 (“län” in
Sweden)
– Both exposure and outcome
data
(NUTS = Nomenclature of Territorial Units)
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Reflection #2 – Country comparisons
• “Cherry-picked” comparisons usually not so meaningful
– Pandemic effect worse in Sweden than in Norway…
– but.. Pandemic effect worse in UK than in Sweden
• But…

(Pearce et al. Int Jrn Epi 2020)
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Reflection #3 – Revival of Epidemiology

(Ahlbom Eur Jrn Epi 2020)

• The study of distribution and determinants of disease in humans
• Relies on Biostatistics – but adjusted to epidemiology
• Has its own theory and methods

• Subject matter knowledge is required.

Reflection #4 - Ecological studies
• Unit of observation is on group-level rather than on
individual-level
– Regions, neighborhoods, occupations, schools, etc.
– Sometimes partially ecological, some data on
individual-level some on group-level
– Sometimes exposure is purely ecological
(no analogue on the individual-level)
» Existence of fire station or hospital in a small town
» Living in a region with winter holiday in week 9

• Most COVID-19 population studies conducted early
were “ecological” in some sense
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Reflection #4 - Ecological studies (cont.)
• Bad reputation within Epidemiology, misunderstood in
contacts with other disciplines

– Aggregated population studies more easy to understand
– Usually only provide weak evidence for causality (at best)
» Ecological fallacy
– Mismatch between group-level association and causal
mechanisms on the individual-level
» Quality can of course vary
– Several migration studies have provided useful results
regarding environmental vs.
genetic causes of disease

Smoking and COVID-19 hospitalization

• What goes wrong here?
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It gets even worse…

Peer review

Reflection #5 – Preprints and Peer review
• Peer review no guarantee for scientific quality
• Preprints
– A version of a scholarly or scientific paper that
precedes formal peer review and publication…
(Wikipedia)
– Accepted by most journals. Explosion during the
pandemic.
– Caution required in contacts with media

(medRχiv)
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Preprint – may lead to 100’s of informal reviews
• Other researchers, journalists, interested general public
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Preprint – may lead to 100’s of informal reviews (cont.)
• Other researchers, journalists, interested general public

Reflection #6: Ecological regression
Weekly
Mortality
difference
2020 vs.
2015 - 2019

(Björk et al. Submitted for publication)
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Reflection #6: Ecological regression
• Few data points
• Generally high statistical precision behind each data point
• Results extremely sensitive to choice of adjustment variables
– Important to have clear causal diagram in mind
– Sensitivity analyses, transparent reporting crucial

Our tentative causal diagram (DAG)

 Adjustment for country, population
density and age distribution
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Summary of reflections
• Population studies
– Can be conducted quite fast based on available data
• Country comparisons
– Range: Meaningless  Useful
• Revival of Epidemiology
• Ecological studies
– Range: Meaningless  Useful
• Preprint and peer reviews
– Be careful with both
• Ecological regressions
– Must be planned rigorously. Be careful in interpretation.
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